
Home Grower

“I want to enable more people to grow their own 
Kitchen Garden, even though they may lack sufficient 

space, sufficient time or sufficient knowledge”

Information

Problem Areas from Research

There has recently been a renewed interest in the Grow Your Own 
movement
It is estimated that one in three people have begun to grow their 
own food, netting a saving of £200 a year on buying food in the UK 
alone
The UK’s largest outdoor retailer, B&Q have reported a 27% 
increase in sales of vegetable seeds, while other seed sales have 
decreased by 3%
Economic downturn has caused people to consider other money 
saving methods
Many people do not have access to a garden or an allotment should 
they wish to engage in GYO
Products currently on the market rarely offer a tidy solution to 
gardening in a confined space
Distance of garden to kitchen can cause people to lose interest in 
their own GYO projects

Strain and Exertion Issues

Allotment Access and Distance Issues

Time Constraints

Pest Issues

The Spreading of Disease

Weeds

No Garden

Small Garden

Rental Property

Environmental Issues

Plant Identification

Product Features

Product Benefits

Modular and Lightweight - Less strain on the user
Visual Cues - Know what to do, and when
Customisable - Choose where each plant pot goes
Identity Tags - Know exactly where each plant is located
Watering Assistance - Water feeds up from the bottom, keeping the 
soil moist while not drowning the plants or removing nutrients from 
the soil
Integrated Workbench - Allows you to perform maintenance 
instantly - hidden away when not in use and stores gardening tools 
for when they are needed
Step stool - Assists in accessing harder to reach  planting beds

Usable in Confined Spaces - Indoors, outdoors, or on a balcony
Enables a much larger amount of people to engage in GYO
Space saving - Grow more produce in a smaller area
Can be left for some time without worry of plants dying
Does NOT remove the user from the process
Grow everything from root vegetables to herbs
Product becomes more visually appealing as plants begin to grow 
and flourish
Portable - can be moved to more suitable environments if desired
Separate plants mean less chance of disease
There is no need for constant straining or overexerting while 
watering or performing maintenance operations Eoin White - 0855952

eoinjwhite@gmail.com


